**Fabric Requirements:**

- 1 ½ yards IMP-30454 Fabric A
- 7/8 yard IMP-40451 Fabric B
- 7/8 yard IMP-40453 Fabric C
- 5/8 yard IMP-10451 Fabric D
- 1 ½ yards IMP-30452 Fabric E
- 5/8 yard IMP-20453 Fabric F
- 5/8 yard IMP-10453 Fabric G
- 5/8 yard IMP-30453 Fabric H
- 5/8 yard IMP-30450 Fabric I (binding)
- 3 ½ yards IMP-30451 Backing

One Creative Grids Kites Plus Ruler CGRKC1

*You can cut seven - 8 ½" kites from one 9" x width of fabric strip.

Cut IMP-30454 fabric into:
- 4 - 9" x width of fabric strips, subcut into: 25 - 8 ½" kites (Fabric A)

Cut IMP-40451 fabric into:
- 3 - 9" x width of fabric strips, subcut into: 15 - 8 ½" kites (Fabric B)

Cut IMP-40453 fabric into:
- 3 - 9" x width of fabric strips, subcut into: 15 - 8 ½" kites (Fabric C)

Cut IMP-10451 fabric into:
- 2 - 9" x width of fabric strips, subcut into: 12 - 8 ½" kites (Fabric D)

Cut IMP-30452 fabric into:
- 6 - 9" x width of fabric strips, subcut into: 40 - 8 ½" kites (Fabric E)

Cut IMP-20453 fabric into:
- 2 - 9" x width of fabric strips, subcut into: 10 - 8 ½" kites (Fabric F)

Cut IMP-10453 fabric into:
- 2 - 9" x width of fabric strips, subcut into: 10 - 8 ½" kites (Fabric G)

Cut IMP-30453 fabric into:
- 2 - 9" x width of fabric strips, subcut into: 8 - 8 ½" kites (Fabric H)

Cut IMP-30450 fabric into:
- 7 - 2 ½" x width of fabric strips (Fabric I)

The Fractal Quilt is made from the Imprint collection by Katarina Roccella for Art Gallery Fabrics.
Fractal Block Assembly:

Set your stitch length to 1.8. Use ¼” seams and press seams open throughout.

Using the kite ruler, mark a dot ¼” down from the top point on the wrong side of all the fabric kites.

Matching the dots, assemble one Fabric A kite and one Fabric B kite.

Watch our YouTube tutorial for up close instructions.

Begin stitching at one end and backstitch to secure seam. Then sew to the dot and backstitch again.

Do not press.

Make fifteen Partial Block Ones.

Matching the dots, assemble one Partial Block One and one Fabric C kite.

Watch our YouTube tutorial for up close instructions.

To attach one side of the Fabric C kite, begin stitching at one end and backstitch to secure seam. Then sew to the dot and backstitch again.

To attach the second side of the Fabric C kite, begin stitching at one end and backstitch to secure seam. Then sew to the dot and backstitch again.

Make fifteen Block Ones.

Using the same technique, assemble the following:

Matching the dots, assemble one Fabric A kite and one Fabric B kite.

Watch our YouTube tutorial for up close instructions.

Begin stitching at one end and backstitch to secure seam. Then sew to the dot and backstitch again. This leaves ¼” unsewn.

Do not press.

Make fifteen Partial Block Ones.

Make twelve Block Twos.

Make ten Block Threes.

Make eight Block Fours.

Check out our YouTube tutorial
Kite Row Assembly: Assemble five Block Ones and four Block Twos. Make three Row Ones.

Assemble five Block Threes and four Block Fours. Make two Row Twos.

Quilt Center: Assemble the Quilt Center.
When joining the quilt rows, start sewing from the center of the row and sew to one end. Then start again from the center and sew to the other end.

Trim sides of the Quilt Center ¼" outside the center seams of the end blocks.
Quilt Center should measure 56 ½" x 61 ½".

Finishing: Piece the Fabric I strips end to end for binding.
Quilt and bind as desired.
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